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Use the bumper! That’s what
it’s for!
-General Orumov (GoldenEye)

Dolphin Mauls
Child’s Face
by Jon “Big O” Mahan
~ Daily Bull

In a turn of horrifying news,
a dolphin at Sea World Orlando has recently mauled a
child’s face, not leaving the
child scarred for life. Sea
World is at a loss for how this
could have happened as its
dolphins are fairly tame compared to wild dolphins and
even then, there have been
no reported maulings of faces
by dolphins in the wild. There
is the occasional bite or unwanted sexual contact from a
dolphin, but never before has
a face been mauled.
Authorities are seeing if Sea
World is contempt over the
whole situation. Some claim
that Sea World allowing people to feed their animals up
close to the people was
just asking for trouble from
anyone who got too close.
Clearly the young child did
not pay attention to the warning as it was recorded on
camera that she covered her
see Windows on back

Christmas Gifts for Fanboys
by Jeremy “Mr. Sunshine” Loucks ~ Daily Bull

Pic o’ the Day!

Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

Christmas is fast approaching, and you have that one special person on your list.
Special, because they’re a fanboy of something (to you) that’s relatively obscure,
but a lot of people seem to be really into it. You can’t get them a normal gift; no,
you have to get them something that appeals to whatever weird they really seem
to enjoy! Even though you know nothing about their fandom, fear not! Here are
some great gifts that are sure to get enormous reactions.
Bronies: Bronies like some show called “My Little Pony.” It involves horses and happy
funtimes and things like that. What’s really in right now are retro shows though, so
finding a DVD copy of the 1986 movie, “My Little Pony: The Movie,” will be a surefire
hit. Sure, it doesn’t have really any of the same characters, but it’s the same series
right? In addition, for the...less clean fanboys, you could get them some “Mane ‘N
Tail” shampoo. Designed for horses, it can give your target a clean, shiny mane, just
like their favorite ponies!
see Android on back

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com

Why is there an umlaut over the s?

482-5100
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tHe Hand Job Helper

Hoho-NO!
Looking to reach a large audience?
Your ad could be here instead of
Grumpy Cat. Just check our adprices
online on our website, and then contact our us at bulL@mtu.edu!
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When was the last time you or your partner were disappointed with your lack of manual agility and power? With
this fashionable device, you can work out your hands
until your fingers are as big and
strong as boa constrictors, and
your palms are bulkier than
Hulk Hogan’s thighs. You
should see our similar mouth
product! Kinksters: wear
the device during sexy
rumpus time! It probably
feels like futuristic robot
from Android on front
sex on the moon!
League of Legends (LoL): LoL is an online multiplayer game, where
players pick between about 1000 characters, most of them very colorful
or lacking in clothing, and try to kill each other while destroying bases...
or something like that. It has a large following, including cosplayers and
tournaments. However, there are a plethora of similar games out there,
and most fanboys aren’t terribly picky about which character, or even
which game they play. So, if you can’t find any good LoL swag, things
like DoTa 2 Beta keys, or even a new copy of Warcraft 3 are pretty solid
alternatives. They’ll understand that you put in the effort.

Awesomely Bad
Twilight:
Something about
vampires and In
werewolves, fighting, and emo
Products
Found
chicks. Buy literally anything from Hot Topic and you’re golden.
brought to you by Liz Fujita

Dr. Who: It’s a British show about a time-traveling “doctor” who uses
tHe tri
-lliptiCyCle
some funky tools and a crazy time machine
made
out of a phone booth
to save the day in various universes and planets and things. On the air
Should
I rideand
mythere’s
bike?
since 1963, the “doctor” has changed
a few times,
some tidy
Should
I
run
on
the
elliptical?
plot that fixes that problem (similar to the James Bond codename
theory).
Or,
should
I do BOTH?
Anyways, some very obvious gifts for
these
fans would
be screwdrivers,
and scarfs. The main character carries around a screwdriver, but it looks
Never debate again. Now,
like a flat-tip and not a phillips; this distinction is important. In addition,
with the tri-llipticycle, you can
he tends to wear scarfs, so something colorful should get the message
go for totally normal jaunts
across. If all else fails, a nice toy replica
a NYboardwalk,
phone bootharound
works (cause
onofthe
the
seriously, those british ones are UGLY.)
neighborhood, even to the

grocery store! It’s the bastard

Furries: If you don’t know what this child
is, you the
should
give yourself
a pat
on
exercise
world
has
the back. Some possible ideas include
collars and
beendog
waiting
for leashes,
-- we’reanimal
not
chew iftoys,
Animal
DVDs.
sure
it’s treats,
a boyand
or a
girl, Planet
but we
know that you’ll enjoy it no

matter which you are! Get your white and nerdy on today!

from Windows on front
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face in the fresh fish, smearing it over her face, before sticking her face out. Either
way, the parents are still claiming neglect by Sea World. Personal injury attorneys
are jumping at the chance, demanding that there be separation from the dolphins
as they are fed, that people stand on a platform, rather than being next to the pool,
and even going to far as demanding that a trainer feed the dolphins for them. Sea
World maintains
that suchto
actions
brought
you would
by Lizdamage
Fujitathe park’s reputation and the
attractions popularity.
The Sea World legal team recently released a statement however stating the following:

Cat SpaCe poopdome 9000

“Sea World seeks to bring the wonders of nature and especially the sea to children
Does your cat spend hours
and parents alike, Sea World acknowledges that some of the experiences and
crying and daydreaming
encounters with these animals may not always be the most friendly of contacts.
about being an astronaut?
Sea World tries it’s best to keep all encounters safe, with warnings and otherwise
Suffer no more, Kitty Cadet!
to minimize risk to all guests and staff, however, we recognize this will not always
With
the to
Cat
lead to a safe encounter. That being said,
according
the Space
video, thePoopyoung girl
dome
9000,
your
catmake
canyou
was acting both against our safety suggestions, and in a way that would
imagine
he’s
hurtling
through
wonder about her sanity. For these reasons, Sea World claims no responsibility for
space,
the actions of the dolphin, as it was attacking
a fishfarting
coveredout
face.space
Perhapsdust
the girl
and and
peeing
onfollowed
alien planets!
should not have smeared fish all over herself,
instead
the warnings
litter box can’t
posted. Also, Sea World likes to refer toThis
itself infuturistic
the third person.”

be beat!

The family, despite this statement, is moving forward with litigation on the whole
Rating:
4 turds
out
5 leadmatter, despite the fact that there are no truly
visible marks
on the
girl of
at all,
ing many to believe if she was injured at all. The hearings will begin sometime in
early January.
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HeadreSt of all HeadreStS
On those tough days when
holding your own head upright
is just too much work, you
can use the Headrest of All
Headrests! Use it for napping
during meetings, watching Sci
Fi movie marathons, and for
a reprieve during those long
makeout sessions. The sleek
design makes it almost unnoticeable, so no one has to
know you suffer from necktile
dysfunction.

